























Reconsideration of Picabia’s “Machinist Paintings”: Focusing on Voilà Haviland
Yuki MORITA
Abstract
　Francis Picabia (1879–1953) produced paintings focusing on machines from 1915 to 1923. Voilà Haviland is 
one of these paintings, known as “Machinist Paintings.” In this piece, Picabia painted a portable electric lamp. 
Previous studies have focused on the symbolic meanings of this lamp. William A. Camfield indicated that the motif 
symbolizes the poet, Haviland. William Rozaitis insisted in his study that the artwork satirizes the American public, 
because the electric lamp’s cord ends in the air and so does not function. Both individuals considered the electric 
lamp to be a means of signifying symbolic meanings. However the lamp itself has not been studied in view of its 
historical and social meanings. The purpose of this study is to reconsider portable electric lamps in this era.
　This paper examines the motif mainly from two perspectives. First, it focuses on a historical aspect of electric 
lamps in France and the United States, analyzing their historical influence on the portable electric lamp industry 
using statistics. Second, it examines the advertisements of electric lamps in both countries, because Voilà 
Haviland was based on the American-specific advertisements. Through these analyses, the paper considers why 
Picabia modelled his painting on the American advertisement.
　Through a historical investigation, it was found that the American electric lamp industry grew more rapidly 
than that in France. In comparison with the French advertisements, the American ones represent more directly and 
geometrically the electric lamp. However, there were a few exceptions in which the more decorative lamps were 
juxtaposed with ladies. Picabia ignored these exceptions and intended to emphasize the machine-like properties of 
the American advertisements.
　It seems that Picabia painted the portable electric lamp as the symbol of America in the machine age. 
Consequently, his early “Machinist Paintings” also represented machines as symbols of this era.




























































































































































































































































































































図 7　《The “Wallace” Portable Electric Lamp》1915年
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図 3　《La lampe osram》1908年
　Comoedia / rédacteur en chef : Gaston de Pawlowski, , Paris, 
Apr. 29, 1908, p. 5.
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Dec. 22, 1913. p. 6.
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図 6　《Miller’s Fixtures and Portables》1911年
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図 7　《The “Wallace” Portable Electric Lamp》1915年
　Hardware dealers’ magazine. vol. 43, New York, Jan.-Jun. 
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図 8　フランシス・ピカビア《私たち自身の機械的表現を通
してみた機械的表現》1913年
　紙、水彩、鉛筆、19.5× 15.0cm、ロンドン、パスカル・
セルネ・ファインアート
　アプトインターナショナル編『ピカビア展』（アプトイン
ターナショナル、1999年）、60頁より転載。
